Pinin

Systems used to automatically annotate proteins with high accuracy:. Select item s and click on
"Add to basket" to create your own collection here entries max. Manual assertion inferred from
sequence similarity to i. Manual assertion inferred from combination of experimental and
computational evidence i. Comprehensive resource for the study of protein post-translational
modifications PTMs in human, mouse and rat. Identified in the spliceosome C complex By
similarity. This entry has 1 described isoform and 2 potential isoforms that are computationally
mapped. Show all Align All. You are using a version of browser that may not display all the
features of this website. Please consider upgrading your browser. Basket 0. Your basket is
currently empty. Note that the 'protein existence' evidence does not give information on the
accuracy or correctness of the sequence s displayed. Select a section on the left to see content.
Capable of reversing CTBP1-mediated transcription repression. Auxiliary component of the
splicing-dependent multiprotein exon junction complex EJC deposited at splice junction on
mRNAs. The EJC is a dynamic structure consisting of core proteins and several peripheral
nuclear and cytoplasmic associated factors that join the complex only transiently either during
EJC assembly or during subsequent mRNA metabolism. Participates in the regulation of
alternative pre-mRNA splicing. Associates to spliced mRNA within 60 nt upstream of the
5'-splice sites. Component of the PSAP complex which binds RNA in a sequence-independent
manner and is proposed to be recruited to the EJC prior to or during the splicing process and to
regulate specific excision of introns in specific transcription subsets. Involved in the
establishment and maintenance of epithelia cell-cell adhesion By similarity. By similarity. Name:
Pnn. UniProt annotation GO - Cellular component Nucleus Nucleus speckle By similarity Other
locations desmosome By similarity Note: Cell-cell contact area, predominantly desmosome of
intercellular adherens junction. Not a nucleocytoplasmic shuttling protein By similarity. Found
in a complex with SR proteins. The information is filed in different subsections. Length: Mass
Da : 82, It is useful for tracking sequence updates. The algorithm is described in the ISO
standard. Full view. These are stable identifiers and should be used to cite UniProtKB entries.
Upon integration into UniProtKB, each entry is assigned a unique accession number, which is
called 'Primary citable accession number'. See complete history. Do not show this banner
again. Activator , DNA-binding. Recommended name: Pinin. This is known as the 'taxonomic
identifier' or 'taxid'. It lists the nodes as they appear top-down in the taxonomic tree, with the
more general grouping listed first. MGI i. Phosphoserine Combined sources Manual assertion
inferred from combination of experimental and computational evidence i Ref. N6-succinyllysine;
alternate Combined sources Manual assertion inferred from combination of experimental and
computational evidence i Ref. Encyclopedia of Proteome Dynamics More EPD i. MaxQB i.
PaxDb, a database of protein abundance averages across all three domains of life More PaxDb i.
PeptideAtlas More PeptideAtlas i. PRIDE i. PhosphoSitePlus i. BioGRID i. Protein interaction
database and analysis system More IntAct i. Molecular INTeraction database More MINT i.
RNAct i. InParanoid i. Database of Orthologous Groups More OrthoDB i. Database for complete
collections of gene phylogenies More PhylomeDB i. Integrated resource of protein families,
domains and functional sites More InterPro i. Pfam protein domain database More Pfam i. Pinin
Pinin. These various submissions may originate from different sequencing projects, different
types of experiments, or different biological samples. Sequence conflicts are usually of
unknown origin. RefSeq i. GeneID i. KEGG i. Database of comparative protein structure models
More ModBase i. Submit a new modelling project Comparative Toxicogenomics Database More
CTD i. ChiTaRS i. Protein Ontology More PRO i. ProtoNet; Automatic hierarchical classification
of proteins More ProtoNet i. MobiDB: a database of protein disorder and mobility annotations
More MobiDB i. This is version of the entry and version 4 of the sequence. Annotation program.
Chordata Protein Annotation Program. French pignon , from Middle French peignon , from
peigne comb, from Latin pecten â€” more at pectinate. See more words from the same century.
Accessed 22 Feb. More Definitions for pinion. See the full definition for pinion in the English
Language Learners Dictionary. Nglish: Translation of pinion for Spanish Speakers. Britannica
English: Translation of pinion for Arabic Speakers. What made you want to look up pinion?
Please tell us where you read or heard it including the quote, if possible. Subscribe to America's
largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and advanced searchâ€”ad free! Rest on
them, but not for too long. And 'mood board' too. Eat them up before the day fast. We're intent
on clearing it up. We're gonna stop you right there. How to use a word that literally drives some
pe The awkward case of 'his or her'. How many of these commonly confused words do you Test
your knowledge - and maybe learn something a Login or Register. Save Word. Keep scrolling
for more. Examples of pinion in a Sentence Verb They pinioned his arms behind his back. Joan
of Arc was pinioned to a stake and burned as a heretic. First Known Use of pinion Noun 1 15th
century, in the meaning defined at sense 1 Verb , in the meaning defined at sense 1a Noun 2 , in
the meaning defined at sense 1. Learn More about pinion. Time Traveler for pinion The first

known use of pinion was in the 15th century See more words from the same century. Dictionary
Entries near pinion pinhooker pinic acid pinies pinion pinion end pinite pinitol See More Nearby
Entries. Statistics for pinion Look-up Popularity. Style: MLA. English Language Learners
Definition of pinion. Kids Definition of pinion. Comments on pinion What made you want to look
up pinion? Get Word of the Day daily email! Test Your Vocabulary. Test your knowledge - and
maybe learn something along the way. Spell words. Make bears. Love words? Need even more
definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the bud'? We're gonna
stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally drives some pe Is Singular 'They' a
Better Choice? Take the quiz Play the game. Design shapes the world and this is what
Pininfarina has been doing since ever, being one of the main players in the development of
design around the world. His work was always breading a meditated approach to the projects,
where aesthetic choices were filtered by technical reasoning. This quest for the right
equilibrium between emotions and reasons , together with a constant quest for beauty and
elegance, are the pillars of our working philosophy. One more secret of the Pininfarina creations
is the search for the perfect balance between character and harmony , something that raises our
interest and provokes our pleasure in a refined and balanced way. These few traits give a hint
as to why Pininfarina is the quintessential of the Italian Design. In what is today called Car
Design, those principles of high-end Carrozzeria that have made the Pininfarina aesthetic and
design approach unique in its kind, have been handed down from generation to generation. A
profession, that of the Carrozziere, which has evolved over the years, along with aesthetic
technology , embracing the profession known today as that of Car Designer. The Pininfarina
philosophy continues to be perpetuated today, in modern professionalism, with the constant
pursuit of innovation and timeless beauty. Pininfarina has conceived some of the most beloved
cars that have made the history of the automotive industry, influencing the evolution of the
shape and anticipating future trends : one-off models, small production runs, mass-produced
models, styling models, research prototypes, each with a specific creative, technical and
industrial significance. Millions of cars on the streets have the Pininfarina badge on their body.
We continue this journey through conceiving masterpieces of design. The task of designers is
to anticipate the future and shape it to be a better place. Automotive design activities represent
the most renowned service offered by the Group to all global vehicle markets. The aesthetic
research carried out by the Group designers is steered constantly towards achieving pure,
uncluttered shapes, to perpetuate their beauty. Such features have allowed the Group to build
long lasting relationships with global carmakers leaders in the luxury segments. Pininfarina has
all the equipment and human resources necessary to build physical prototypes and to execute
the testing plans necessary to check the product being developed. The Turin-based Centre
includes prototype workshops which are capable of managing different development programs
simultaneously. Today, Pininfarina continues to dedicate resources and talented people to
realize unique models for individual clients. Along the journey that bring these extraordinary
models to life , a symbiosis grows up between the client and Pininfarina. Contacts Olha eu aqui.
Accessed 22 Feb. Nglish: Translation of pining for Spanish Speakers. Britannica English:
Translation of pining for Arabic Speakers. What made you want to look up pining? Please tell us
where you read or heard it including the quote, if possible. Subscribe to America's largest
dictionary and get thousands more definitions and advanced searchâ€”ad free! Rest on them,
but not for too long. And 'mood board' too. Eat them up before the day fast. We're intent on
clearing it up. We're gonna stop you right there. How to use a word that literally drives some pe
The awkward case of 'his or her'. How many of these commonly confused words do you Test
your knowledge - and maybe learn something a Login or Register. Thesaurus pining noun. Save
Word. Words Related to pining. Near Antonyms for pining. Keep scrolling for more. Learn More
about pining. Share pining Post more words for pining to Facebook Share more words for
pining on Twitter. Thesaurus Entries near pining pinheads pinhole pinholes pining pining away
pining for pinion See More Nearby Entries. Style: MLA. Comments on pining What made you
want to look up pining? Get Word of the Day daily email! Test Your Vocabulary. Test your
knowledge - and maybe learn something along the way. Spell words. Make bears. Love words?
Need even more definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the
bud'? We're gonna stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally drives some pe
Is Singular 'They' a Better Choice? Take the quiz Play the game. Systems used to automatically
annotate proteins with high accuracy:. Select item s and click on "Add to basket" to create your
own collection here entries max. Automatic assertion according to rules i. Automatic assertion
inferred from database entries i. Automatic assertion inferred from signature match i. Automatic
assertion according to sequence analysis i. You are using a version of browser that may not
display all the features of this website. Please consider upgrading your browser. Basket 0. Your
basket is currently empty. Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii Prairie deer mouse. Note that the

'protein existence' evidence does not give information on the accuracy or correctness of the
sequence s displayed. Select a section on the left to see content. The information is filed in
different subsections. Length: Mass Da : 81, It is useful for tracking sequence updates. The
algorithm is described in the ISO standard. Full view. ModBase i Search ProtoNet i Search
MobiDB: a database of protein disorder and mobility annotations More MobiDB i Search These
are stable identifiers and should be used to cite UniProtKB entries. Upon integration into
UniProtKB, each entry is assigned a unique accession number, which is called 'Primary citable
accession number'. See complete history. Do not show this banner again. This is known as the
'taxonomic identifier' or 'taxid'. It lists the nodes as they appear top-down in the taxonomic tree,
with the more general grouping listed first. Integrated resource of protein families, domains and
functional sites More InterPro i. Pfam protein domain database More Pfam i. RefSeq i. GeneID i.
Database of comparative protein structure models More ModBase i. Submit a new modelling
project ProtoNet; Automatic hierarchical classification of proteins More ProtoNet i. MobiDB i.
This is version 3 of the entry and version 1 of the sequence. Though the name stuck, Battista
became a giant of automotive design. In , enthralled by the budding American car industry,
Battista traveled to Detroit to meet industry titan Henry Ford. Ford was so impressed with the 27
year-old, that he offered him a job on the spot. Battista was flattered by the offer, but chose
instead to return to Italy inspired by the dynamism of Ford and the flourishing U. At these
tracks, Battista met future colleague, Enzo Ferrari. Before long, his company was producing car
bodies a day. In the s, Carrozzeria Pinin Farina established relationships with GM and Renault
and earned international acclaim. Always the friendly, bright soul, Battista worked quickly to
establish his name among the largest automakers in Europe, developing relationships with Alfa
Romeo, Fiat, Lancia, Nash, Peugeot, and Ferrari. Thus the Pininfarina name became
synonymous with Ferrari. He was inducted into the Automotive Hall of Fame in Class of Sign up
for our mailing list. You have successfully subscribed to the newsletter. There was an error
while trying to send your request. Please try again. Accept Terms. Automotive Hall of Fame will
use the information you provide on this form to be in touch with you and to provide updates and
marketing. See Using the Quick Search Tool for more information. Pnn Gene Detail. Strain
Comparison. UniProt: Q9H Vertebrate Homology Class 1 human;1 mouse;1 rat;1 chimpanzee;1
cattle;1 chicken;1 macaque, rhesus. Mutations, Alleles, and Phenotypes. Phenotype Overview.
Mice homozygous for a knock-out allele die prior to implantation. Mice homozygous for a
hypomorphic allele show complete perinatal lethality, edema, axial skeletal abnormalities,
cardiac outflow tract defects, cleft palate, and impaired development of the dorsal dermis and
brown fat tissue. Molecular Function. Biological Process. Cellular Component. Expression
Overview. GXD's primary emphasis is on endogenous gene expression during development.
Click on grid cells to view annotations. Assay Results. Tissue x Stage Matrix. Comparison
Matrix. Allen Institute. Expression Atlas. Xenbase pnn. ZFIN pnn. Pnn interacts with markers Mir
, Mir , Mir7b , Protein Information. PR pinin. IPR Pinin. Molecular Reagents. All nucleic Genomic
1. Primer pair 5. Microarray probesets 5. All Developmental Gene Expression 8. Gene Ontology
5. Phenotypes J Ouyang P, et al. J Cell Biol. J Blazquez L, et al. Mol Cell. TSS for Pnn:. View this
region in JBrowse. Molecular Function carbohydrate derivative binding cytoskeletal protein
binding DNA binding enzyme regulator hydrolase ligase lipid binding oxidoreductase RNA
binding signaling receptor activity signaling receptor binding transcription transferase
transporter. Alternative titles; symbols. Cytogenetic location: 14q Pinin is a cell
adhesion-related and nuclear protein that is central in the establishment and maintenance of
corneal epithelial cell-cell adhesion Zimowska et al. Desmosomes are intimately involved in the
structural and functional integration of adjacent epithelial cells. They serve as reinforcement
sites of cell-cell adhesion, as well as points for lateral anchorage of the intermediate scaffold of
the epithelial cell. A number of proteins associated with desmosomes have been identified,
including desmoplakin , plakoglobin , desmogleins e. Ouyang and Sugrue identified a novel
phosphoprotein, called pinin, that associates with mature desmosomes. The deduced amino
acid PNN protein contains a serine-rich domain; a glutamine-proline, glutamine-leucine repeat
domain; an acidic domain rich in glutamic acid; and numerous potential kinase recognition
motifs. Northern blot analysis detected ubiquitous expression of PNN in human tissues,
including those lacking desmosomes. PNN is expressed as 4. Southern blot analysis
demonstrated the existence of a single pinin gene in the human genome. Since the 3-prime end
of the PNN coding sequence is nearly identical to a partial cDNA identified in a pig neutrophil
cDNA library, and since leukocytes, which do not react with antibodies against pinin, express
an mRNA that hybridizes with a pinin cDNA, the authors speculated that there may be a
pinin-related gene. By screening a keratinocyte cDNA library, Brandner et al. However, cell
fractionation and immunofluorescence microscopy analysis localized DRS strictly to the
nucleus and not to desmosomes. The amino acid C-terminal domain and a subsequent amino

acid domain also contain numerous ser-arg and arg-ser dipeptides. Using subtractive
hybridization in melanoma cell lines with different metastatic potentials, Degen et al. Sequence
analysis predicted that the hydrophilic MEMA protein contains an N-terminal glycine-rich region
as well as other regions rich in a single amino acid or other classes of amino acids. In addition,
Degen et al. Northern blot analysis detected strong expression of MEMA in smooth muscle,
lung, and kidney medulla, moderate expression in spleen, and weak or absent expression in
colon, prostate, placenta, liver, and kidney cortex. Degen et al. The authors suggested that
MEMA is involved in protein-protein interactions and may stabilize both the nucleoprotein
particle and the desmosome-intermediate filament complex. By yeast 2-hybrid analysis of HeLa
cells, followed by sequence analysis, Zimowska et al. The 4 proteins colocalized in the nucleus
of HCE-T cells, and overexpression of any of these proteins affected the distribution of the
others between nuclear speckles and nucleoplasm. Hartz mapped the PNN gene to
chromosome 4q Brandner, J. Evidence that 'pinin,' reportedly a differentiation-specific
desmosomal protein, is actually a widespread nuclear protein. Differentiation , Identification and
characterization of a novel kind of nuclear protein occurring free in nucleoplasm and in
ribonucleoprotein structures of the 'speckle' type. Cell Biol. Degen, W. Acta , Hartz, P. Personal
Communication. Baltimore, Md. Ouyang, P. Characterization of pinin, a novel protein associated
with the desmosome-intermediate filament complex. Zimowska, G. NOTE: OMIM is intended for
use primarily by physicians and other professionals concerned with genetic disorders, by
genetics researchers, and by advanced students in science and medicine. While the OMIM
database is open to the public, users seeking information about a personal medical or genetic
condition are urged to consult with a qualified physician for diagnosis and for answers to
personal questions. Printed: Feb. To ensure long-term funding for the OMIM project, we have
diversified our revenue stream. We are determined to keep this website freely accessible.
Unfortunately, it is not free to produce. Expert curators review the literature and organize it to
facilitate your work. Please join your colleagues by making a donation now and again in the
future. Donations are an important component of our efforts to ensure long-term funding to
provide you the information that you need at your fingertips. Toggle navigation. A bonus to all
MIMmatch users is the option to sign up for updates on new gene-phenotype relationships.
Human Protein Atlas. NCBI Protein. Gene Ontology. NCBI Gene. GWAS Central. MGI Mouse
Gene. Looking For More References? Matthew B. Patricia A. Creation Date:. Sheryl A. Edit
History:. TEXT Description. Cloning and Expression. Gene Function. Check for travel
restrictions. Travel might only be permitted for certain purposes, and touristic travel in
particular may not be allowed. Read more. In response to the coronavirus COVID , additional
safety and sanitation measures are in effect at this property. As a result of the coronavirus
COVID , this property has temporarily suspended its shuttle services. Lock in a great price for
Nonno Pinin â€” rated 8. Enter dates to get started. Good communication with hosts. Everything
is fine. Suitable for 5 people. All amenities available. Warm and nicely decorated. The owner is a
kind person. She helped us with first steps in Turin and gave a city map. I also liked a little
balcony in the bedroom. Very nice hosts, especially when we forgot to unlock the private
parking gate when we left and they arrived to help us within minutes. Overall we are very
satisfied with the service provided. There is AC and fans for the hottest days and enough
cutlery if you decide to cook. The bathroom and shower are great. Very easy from the Airport
because there is train that ends in Dora station, 10 mins from the property. The host is easily
contactable in case you need anything. This may have been the best apartment I've ever stayed
at. Nice and clean and quiet and new and well-equiped Consiglio a tutti. One of our best sellers
in Turin! Located 1, feet from Dora Station train to Turin airport and 1. The property is 2. The
kitchen is equipped with an oven and a refrigerator, as well as a coffee machine. Towels and
bed linen are offered at Nonno Pinin. There is a private bathroom with a bidet and shower.
Politecnico di Torino is 2. Turin Airport is 9. Couples in particular like the location â€” they rated
it 8. Nonno Pinin has been welcoming Booking. We're sorry, but there was an error submitting
your comment. Please try again. Good for couples â€” they rated the facilities 9. This property
was highly rated for its very comfy beds. Get instant confirmation with FREE cancellation at
most properties on our site! Starting April 6, , your chosen cancellation policy will apply,
regardless of the coronavirus. We recommend booking an option with free cancellation in case
your travel plans change. Gli appartamenti sono forniti di ogni comfort. Comodissimi alla
stazione Dora punto di arrivo dei treni provenienti dall'aeroporto di Torino. Vicino alla Stazione
di Porta Susa e alla metropolitana. Sarete ospiti in un bellissimo edificio storico di inizio ,
completamene ristrutturato dai migliori architetti Torinese per offrirvi un' esperienza unica ad
un prezzo accessibile a tutti. Wifi, aria condizionata, posteggio privato. Siamo persone
dinamiche e proattive. A due passi dal Centro Storico di Torino raggiungibile a piedi o con i
mezzi pubblici. Comodo anche per raggiungere velocemente lo Juventus Stadium! WiFi is

available in all areas and is free of charge. It looks like something went wrong submitting this.
Try again? You need to let the property know what time you'll be arriving in advance.
Cancellation and prepayment policies vary according to apartment type. Please enter the dates
of your stay and check what conditions apply to your preferred room. To see correct prices and
occupancy info, add the number and ages of children in your group to your search. Additional
fees are not calculated automatically in the total cost and will have to be paid for separately
during your stay. The maximum number of cribs allowed depends on the room you choose.
Double-check the maximum capacity for the room you selected. No age restriction. Payments
by Booking. Quiet hours. Please inform Nonno Pinin of your expected arrival time in advance.
You can use the Special Requests box when booking, or contact the property directly using the
contact details in your confirmation. Guests are required to show a photo ID and credit card
upon check-in. Please note that all Special Requests are subject to availability and additional
charges may apply. You can choose from a number of accommodation options at Nonno Pinin
subject to availability that can accommodate: 4 guests 5 guests. Yes, there are options at this
property that have a balcony. You can find out more about this and the other facilities at Nonno
Pinin on this page. The prices at Nonno Pinin may vary depending on your stay e. To see prices,
enter your dates. You can choose from a number of accommodation options at Nonno Pinin
subject to availability that have: 1 bedrooms 2 bedrooms. The following parking options are
available to guests staying at Nonno Pinin subject to availability : Parking On-site parking
Private Parking Secure parking Street parking Accessible parking. Check your booking
confirmation email to find your booking number and PIN. Booking not found â€” double-check
your booking number and PIN then try again. Only a customer who booked through Booking.
This lets us know our reviews come from real guests like you. If you stayed at this property
through Booking. There was a problem loading the reviews. Try again. Looking for more info?
Send a question to the property to find out more. You'll receive an email as soon as the property
answers your question. Error: Please enter a valid email address. Error: Oops! An error has
occurred. We've sent you an email so you can confirm your subscription. List your property. We
have more than 70 million property reviews, all from real, verified guests. The only way to leave
a review is to first make a booking. That's how we know our reviews come from real guests who
have stayed at the property. When guests stay at the property, they check out how quiet the
room is, how friendly the staff is, and more. After their trip, guests tell us about their stay. We
check for naughty words and verify the authenticity of all guest reviews before adding them to
our site. All apartments Apartments Spa hotels. Italy Apartments Hotels. Piedmont Apartments
Hotels. Turin Apartments Hotels Car rental. We Price Match. Big and spacious apartment. Nice
apartment. Joanna Poland. We enjoyed our stay: Love the location. Susanne Canada. Todor
United Kingdom. The bed had 2 single mattress but was quite comfortable. Leonardo United
Kingdom. Overall great experience. Anonymous Slovakia. Casa fantastica, ben arredata e pulita
Proprietari disponibilissimi e carissimi. Abdoul Italy. La posizione dell'appartamento, il
parcheggio in strada sempre disponibile, il riscaldamento. Sandra Italy. Sehr zentrale Lage; an
einer Haupverkehrsader, aber dennoch sehr ruhig; einfach aber komfortabel eingerichtet; sehr
freundlicher und unkomplizierter Empfang. Massimo Switzerland. Lorena Italy. Staff 9. Highly
rated for: Room sizes. Nonno Pinin Reserve now. Nonno Pinin home and apartment-like
properties by Booking. These represent quality ratings based on factors like facilities, size,
location, and service. Translated by Booking. What would you like to know? Enter your
feedback I already have a booking with this property Submit. Thank you for your time Your
feedback will help us improve this feature for all of our customers Close. Missing some
information? Show me more. Most popular amenities Parking. Free WiFi. Pet friendly. Family
rooms. Airport shuttle. Non-smoking rooms. Save the property Saved to lists. Reliable Info.
Guests say the description and photos for this property are very accurate. Lock in a great price
for your upcoming stay Get instant confirmation with FREE cancellation at most properties on
our site! Availability We Price Match. When would you like to stay at Nonno Pinin? Reservations
longer than 30 nights are not possible. Enter your dates to check availability. Your departure
date is invalid. Check-in date. Check-out date. Something went wrong â€” please try again later.
Guest reviews 8. See availability. Location Parking Clean Bed Room. Read all reviews. What's
nearby. Restaurant Centro commerciale Parco Dora. Restaurant Rosso Pomodoro pizza e
cucina italiana. Restaurant Centro commerciale Snos. Top attractions. Public transit. Train Porta
Susa Train Station. Closest Airports. Actual travel distances may vary. Are you missing any
information about this area? Bedroom Linens Wardrobe or closet. Pets Pets are allowed on
request. Charges may apply. Internet Free! Accessible parking Street parking Secure parking.
Transportation Airport drop-off Additional charge Airport pickup Additional charge Airport
shuttle additional charge. Accessibility Entire unit wheelchair accessible. Building
Characteristics Private apartment in building Semi-detached Detached. Miscellaneous

Wheelchair accessible Air conditioning Smoke-free property Heating Elevator Honeymoon suite
Family rooms Facilities for disabled guests Non-smoking rooms. Languages Spoken English
Italian. What topic s do you want to know more about? Hairdryer Bathroom features shower,
bathtub, etc. Policies Pet policies Cancellation policies Couples policies are unmarried
individuals allowed? Other Enter your feedback. Thanks for your help! Your opinion helps us
figure out what kinds of info we should ask properties for. Back to property. Missing some info?
Child policies Children of all ages are welcome. Children 3 and above are considered adults at
this property. Crib by request. This property doesn't offer extra beds. All cribs and extra beds
are subject to availability. No age restriction There's no age requirement for check-in. Smoking
Smoking is not allowed. This property does not accommodate bachelor ette or similar parties.
FAQs about Nonno Pinin. How many guests can sleep at Nonno Pinin? You can choose from a
number of accommodation options at Nonno Pinin subject to availability that can
accommodate: 4 guests 5 guests For more detailed info, check the accommodation option s
breakdown on this page. Does Nonno Pinin have a balcony? What are the check-in and
check-out times at Nonno Pinin? How much does it cost to stay at Nonno Pinin? How many
bedrooms does have Nonno Pinin have? You can choose from a number of accommodation
options at Nonno Pinin subject to availability that have: 1 bedrooms 2 bedrooms For more
detailed info, check the accommodation option s breakdown on this page. Can I park a car at
Nonno Pinin? Is Nonno Pinin popular with families? How far is Nonno Pinin from the center of
Turin? How do I get to Nonno Pinin from the nearest airport? From the nearest airport, you can
get to Nonno Pinin by: Train 30min. Write a review. Enter your booking details Check your
booking confirmation email to find your booking number and PIN. Review invitation not found.
You can only leave a review within 28 days after check-out. Enter your PIN. Enter your booking
number. Booking number. Rate your stay. Want to write a review? Log in OR. Facilities 9.
Cleanliness 9. Comfort 8. Value for money 9. Location 7. Free WiFi 7. All reviewers All reviewers
Families 84 Couples 28 Groups of friends 13 Solo travelers 14 Business travelers We'll refund
the difference! Error: Enter a destination to start searching. No children 1 child 2 children 3
children 4 children 5 children 6 children 7 children 8 children 9 children 10 children. I'm
traveling for work. Show on map. How to get to Nonno Pinin from Turin Airport. Public
transportation. Parking available. Like this one but not totally sure yet? Show similar properties.
Property questions and answers Looking for more info? Ask a question Thanks! Show more.
The Best of Turin Click here to see more properties near popular landmarks in Turin.
Institutions Polytechnic University of Turin home and apartment-like properties by Booking.
Landmarks Piazza Vittorio Veneto home and apartment-like properties by Booking. Monuments
Mole Antonelliana home and apartment-like properties by Booking. Stadiums or Arenas Allianz
Stadium home and apartment-like properties by Booking. Save time, save money! Enter your
email address and we'll send you our best deals Subscribe. Unique places to stay Reviews
Unpacked: Travel articles Travel communities. Car rental Flight finder Restaurant reservations
Booking. Extranet login. All rights reserved. Verified reviews from real guests. How does it
work? Sign in and leave a review. Check-in date Check-out date. Save big in Turin Get exclusive
Booker deals by email For a limited time only. You're now subscribed Soon you'll receive news
about top-rated hotels, irresistible deals and exciting destinations! Sign in to continue. Don't
have an account yet? Create your account. Max children: 1. Show prices. With the azalea
bushes and dogwood trees blooming and the cheers of fans floating through the tall pine trees,
the Masters is an annual sign that spring has arrived. This bedside table is made of solid pine
and comes in several distressed wood color finishes. A bristlecone pine , for example, can live
for a whopping 5, years! Made of solid reclaimed pine wood, this TV stand is a sturdy option to
hold even your heaviest TVs and media equipment. Samwell Tarly starts the episode his same
old pining, cowering self. While on her honeymoon with poet W. Yeats, she was devastated to
discover he was pining for another woman. As the idea of commercial drones edges closer, one
Colorado man is pining for the right to sh
2010 dodge nitro 37 firing order
1997 ford ranger ac compressor
mini cooper convertible rear window regulator replacement
oot them down. If the downfall of Alex Rodriguez leaves you pining for a true sports hero, try
skateboarder Danny Renaud. I can't see father pining and fretting himself to death about his
son, without doing something to relieve his mind. While he was forced to be with us, he was
weary of us, pining for his home, counting the hours to the prorogation. She knew that Dorian
Mountcastle was waiting there, heart-sick and restless, and pining for her presence. General
Gage and the troops under his command are penned up, pining in inglorious inactivity. Yet,
somewhere in the city, there must be women pining and longing for that waiting work. Save This

Word! Compare pine family. See synonyms for pine on Thesaurus. See yearn. Words related to
pine grieve , crave , hanker , yearn , mourn , ache , desire , brood , agonize , wish , covet , want ,
sigh , mope , dream , fret , lust after , spoil for. Thomas Babington Macaulay. They Looked and
Loved Mrs. Alex McVeigh Miller. Get Online Help For Kids!

